
Your Logo Files: 
which file type should you use?
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Raster Versus Vector

Graphic files can be divided into two main groups: raster images and vector images. 

Raster images are usually created in photo editing or “paint” programs such as PhotoShop. 
These images are made of pixels (little squares) with a number attached to them to assign color 
information. All the squares are the same size and follow a grid pattern. 

While raster images allow you to create incredibly detailed images and allow precise editing (even 
one pixel at a time), there are several downfalls when using raster formats. 

Once a raster image is created and saved, it should not be “scaled up” or enlarged because it will 
lose quality (“look pixelated”). This is because the image only has a set number of pixels assigned to 
it. When enlarged, the computer must attempt to fill in the missing pixels created upon enlargement, 
often resulting in an image appearing blurry. These images are best created and used at the desired 
output size. Therefore, raster images are often large in size if created at print-appropriate resolutions 
and therefore less easily transmitted or shared.

Popular raster file formats include jpg/jpeg, psd, tiff, png, and gif

Vector images are usually created in Adobe Illustrator and other programs such as Sketch, Adobe 
Capture and CorelDraw. These images use math to draw shapes using points, lines and curves. 
When vector images are scaled, the computer only needs to connect the points to fill in the missing 
information using math. There is no “guessing” and the lines remain smooth rather than appearing 
“pixelated.”

The biggest advantage to using vector images is scalability. These images 
can be scaled up or down repeatedly and limitlessly to any percent and 
not lose resolution or image quality. And even at large sizes, since the 
number of points don’t change, file sizes remain much smaller and 
process much faster than large, raster images.

The second advantage is editibility. Because vector images are not  
flattened for output, they are editable (all shapes and lines still exist  
individually), making it easy to adjust colors or fonts or size of  
elements at any time.

What you are missing however in vector images is the detail achieved 
through the individual coloring of pixels.

Popular vector file formats include: ai, eps, svg, and cdr.

Raster Image

Vector Image
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What logo file to use?

Vector images are great for logos because logos are often used in a variety of print and digital 
formats. For example, a logo might appear on a large billboard or a small business card. The 
scalability of vector image allows the logo to be scaled without loss of quality, unlike raster images. 

Additionally, these files can be converted to raster formats for use in websites and online advertising, 
provided the vector image is placed in the raster image software at or above the desired output size. 

If using your logo on the web, use JPG, PNG, SVG or GIF. 

• PNG files have better image quality than JPG (but can  
have larger file sizes, affecting download time). 

• PNG files can also have transparent backgrounds for  
placement on other images or background colors, making them a little more versatile than JPG 
images.

• JPG files can be compressed to very small files sizes for  
improved download, however they lose quality during  
compression.

• SVG files, though vector, can be used in websites for logos, icons, shapes and other flat graphics. 
These files are scalable and relatively small in file size.

If using your logo in print (brochure, business card, billboards, signage, sellsheets/datasheets, etc) or 
promotional items (pens, magnets, apparel, etc), it is best to use the EPS or PDF file for placement in a 
page layout program or direct output. However, the EPS or PDF could be placed in a layout created in 
a raster program if placed at desired output size and not scaled up using the raster program.

Opening Files Your Designer Supplies
It is likely that your computer does not have installed software to open EPS files created in Adobe 
Illustrator. That’s OK. Those files are provided to you to supply to your vendors for the production of 
promotional materials or for other printing.

PDF files should open in Adobe Acrobat Reader. If you need to download it, you can do so from 
https://get.adobe.com/reader/

PNG, JPG or GIF files should open in a photo viewer that comes installed on your computer. If you 
do not have one, you can open them in your internet browser for viewing.


